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1.0 Introduction
 
Cerium oxide is a group IV oxide with wide ranging applications in industry. The 
properties of this  material have been rigorously studied  in  efforts  to improve 
manufacturing  quality, as well as to find additional applications for it.  The Gardner 
research group at Oregon State University has used the experimental technique of 
perturbed angular correlation spectroscopy in its  studies of cerium oxide.  This 
experimental technique relies on the use of indium probe atoms which are introduced into 
the sample being studied. It is assumed that these indium atoms are incorporated into the 
ceramic lattice at substitutional cerium sites.  This work studies the effect of these probe 
atoms on the sample by doping the cerium oxide with indium before adding the 
experimental probes. 
This work shows that indium is relatively insoluble in ceria, also known as cerium 
oxide, with the solubility of indium in ceria saturating at only a few tenths of a percent. 
While these levels are small for a dopant, the experimental technique uses probes of a 
much lower concentration, so experimentally the low solubility of indium is not a problem. 
An additional result of this work was the discovery of a new experimental signal 
associated with a previously unobserved site within the ceria lattice. While we are unable 
to identify the site physically, it is clear that it is associated in some way with the indium 
dopant. This work will present the experimental characteristics of this new site and offer 
two possible physical models for it. 
0 2 
2.0 Perturbed yy Angular Correlation Spectroscopy
 
Perturbed yy Angular Correlation Spectroscopy (hereafter referred to as PAC) is a 
nuclear hyperfine technique which utilizes a twin  gamma ray emission to probe the 
microscopic structure of materials. The probe relays information about its environment by 
interacting with a magnetic field, electric field gradient,  or both. The information it relays 
gives us details into the strengths and symmetries of the fields around the probe in the 
lattice.  This work will not attempt to give a complete theoretical description  or 
justification for PAC as that has been done elsewhere, instead this chapter will introduce 
the key concepts and terminology sufficient to understand the experimental results. 
2.1 The Probe 
The main condition that must be met in order to perform a PAC experiment is that 
the gamma rays must be emitted anisotropically. One way to accomplish this is to ensure 
that the state from which they are emitted is partly polarized, which occurs when the M 
substates of the system are not equally populated. Populating a nuclear level by a decay 
from a higher level results in such a case of unequal populations. So in choosing a probe 
nucleus, we would like a probe that decays from a higher level to  an intermediate level 
before emitting the gamma. For this reason and others, the most  common probe atom 
used in PAC, and the probe used in this work, is 1111n.  This probe decays by electron 
capture into an excited state of 111Cd which then decays by emitting 2 gammas into the 
ground state as illustrated in Fig 2.1.  This series of decays gives an anisotropic 
distribution of gammas for the PAC experiment. 3 
t.= 2.83 days  Electron Capture 
1=7/2 
171 keV 
t.= 85ns 1=5/2 
245 keV 
1=3/2 
Fig. 2.1 Decay scheme of 111In showing the energies of the emitted gamma 
rays and the spin states of the intermediate levels. 
The intermediate spin 5/2 state is the state that we are interested in PAC, as it is 
this state which undergoes a hyperfine splitting of its energy.  If the probe atom was in an 
environment without an external magnetic field or electric field gradient, then all that 
would be observed when the gammas are detected is a standard radioactive decay curve 
with a half-life of 85 nanoseconds (the half life of the intermediate state) determined by the 
time measured between each pair of emissions. However; if there is an external field in the 
vicinity of the probe, then the 1=5/2 energy level is split and we now get additional 
information from the gammas. It is also important to state at this point that we only use of 
order 1013 atoms in our samples, so the probes themselves do not introduce any doping 
effect or change in the system being studied. Some important characteristics of 111In are 
shown in Table 2.1. 4 
Half-life of 1111n  2.83 days 
Half-life of intermediate state  85.1 ns 
Energies of gamma rays 
gamma 1  171.29 keV 
gamma 2  245.43 keV 
Electric Quadrupole Moment (Q)  +0.83 barns 
Magnetic Dipole Moment (}1.)  -0.7656 fiN 
Table 2.1  Summary of nuclear characteristics for 111In probe atoms 
2.2 Angular Correlation 
Gammal is emitted isotropically in space, that is it can be detected at any angle 0 
with equal probability. However; by setting the angle of the first gamma equal to zero, we 
see that the second gamma is not emitted isotropically, but has a preferred orientation. In 
fact, while the distribution of the second gamma is a smooth function varying from 0 to 
360 degrees, the second gamma is more likely to be detected at 900 rather than at 180 °. 
This distribution can be expressed mathematically by a correlation function W(k1,k2,t) 
where k1 and k2 are the momentum vectors of the two gamma rays. 
In general, the function W(k1,k2,t) depends on the variable AG where Akk 
represents the anisotropies corresponding to the 2 gammas and G  is the perturbation 
factor.  This factor is summed over all possible values for k; however, the k values can 
only be even integers. For 111Cd App  0, A22  -0.18, A44 = -0.0015, with A going to 
zero as k increases. This means that instead of summing over all k, one can make a good 5 
approximation using only the k=2 value; therefore we set the correlation equal to A22G22 
which is often abbreviated to A2G2. G2 itself is a sum of cosines of the form 
3 
G2 = I s2n cos coQo t  (2.1)
n=0 
where the values of the s coefficients are known. For I = 5/2, 
s20 = 0.20, s21 = 0.37, s22 = 0.29, s23 = 0.14. 
Since all of the samples in this work are polycrystalline powders we can use the further 
simplification that the angular correlation only depends on the angle between k1 and k2 to 
write our W as a function of 9 and t.  This means that the angular correlation for iiicd is 
given by 
W(0,t) =1+ A2G2(t)P2(cos0).  (2.2) 
Note that P2(cose) is a Legendre polynomial which is given by the equation 
P2 (0) =  (3 cos2 0 1).  (2.3)
2 
As will be shown later, the only angles we are interested in are 90° and 180°, for these 
values P2(90)= -0.5 and P2(180)= 1. 
In addition to defining the angle 0, the first gamma ray also starts the time 
measurement portion of the experiment. When the second gamma is detected the clock is 
stopped giving us a measure of the lifetime of the intermediate state. When the time data 
are plotted we see a classic exponential decay curve as shown in Fig 2.2; however, 
superimposed on the decay we see "wiggles" in the data which are themselves the 
combination of three sinusoidal functions. 6 
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Fig. 2.2. Typical raw data sector data for a PAC experiment. This is a shows simulated 
data with the sinusoidal oscillations greatly exaggerated. 
The three sinusoidal functions have frequencies col, (02, o.)3 which are associated with the 
transitions between the 3 degenerate energy levels of the intermediate state. 
2.3 Hyperfine Interaction 
In this work we are interested in the hyperfine interaction between the spin 5/2 
nuclear state and the electric field gradient (abbreviated EFG). Using quantum mechanics 
we can define the interaction Hamiltonian for the hyperfine interaction which is a 
combination of the tensor operator of the classical external field gradient and the second 7 
rank tensor of the nuclear quadrupole moment.  Using this Hamiltonian we can then 
calculate the energy levels of the spin 5/2 state. The energy levels are: 
5 = 2ochcoQ cos(! cos
_1 
13) +_
2 
E +3  = 2ahcoQ cos(1(it + cos
---1 
13))  (2.4) 
2 
E+
1 = 2a/2coQ cos(1-(it  cos-1 ())
3 
2 
where we have introduced the following variables; quadrupole frequency, 
eQVzz 
(2.5)
Q  41(21 1)h 
the z component of the EFG: Vzz ,
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(T12  (2.6)
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P  3  ,  (2.7)
a 
and the asymmetry parameter 
Vxx  Vyy 
1  (2.8) 
vzz 
These three energy levels are what we measure in PAC experiments, this energy splitting 
is illustrated in Fig 2.3. S 
I .712 
I = 5/2 
+/- 1/2 
I = 1/2 
Fig. 2.3 Diagram showing the energy level splitting of the 1=5/2 state of 1111n. 
From Fig 2.3 we also see that the three frequencies measured in PAC are related to one 
another by the relation col + o..)2 = w 3. 
Since Vx, Vyy, and V7 are not independent of one another and the EFG tensor is 
diagonal with only these three elements, we usually describe the tensor with only two 
variables- Vzz and i.  It is also important to point out that the principle axes system is 
chosen such that IV,0c1 < IV I < IVzzl. The Poisson equation gives an additional restriction
YY 
which says that Vxx + Vyy + Vzz = 0 .  It is obvious from the two above conditions that 
0<il<1. Eta gives us information about the physical environment around the probe. If  = 
0, then the probe sees an axially symmetric EFG about the axis which diagonalizes the 
EFG tensor. As ri increases this symmetry is lost until you reach the totally asymmetric 
case of = 1. Ceria has a cubic lattice structure which results in an EFG of zero resulting 
in an unperturbed PAC signal. 9 
2.4 The Experimental Set-up 
The standard experimental setup used in this work utilizes four Barium Fluoride 
(Ba-F) gamma detectors set at right angles to each other.  Each detector consists of a 
cylindrical Ba-F crystal approximately 1.5 inches in diameter and 1.5 inches long mounted 
onto a photo multiplier tube. The detectors are fixed in place approximately 4-8 cm from 
our sample and record coincident count rates that oscillate in time with frequencies that 
reflect the hyperfine interaction. This pattern sweeps over the detectors continuously and 
the data collected in each pass are recorded in a histogram. 
Two of the detectors are tied to the start of a Time to Analog Converter (TAC) 
and the other two detectors are tied to the stop of the TAC. In this way there are four 
possible combinations of starts and stops. The signal from the stop is delayed for a time 
by the addition of extra coaxial cable to allow the possibility of a start gamma entering a 
"stop" detector first then a stop gamma entering a "start" detector. In such a case the time 
measured will be negative, so these combinations are called reverse spectra.  This now 
allows for eight possible combinations of starts and stops.  These eight coincident count 
rates are then used to construct a count-rate ratio R(t). This ratio is formed as shown: 
VCO2C13  VC03C12
R(t) = 2  (2.9)
2VCO3C12 VCO2C13 
where the C's represent the number of counts and the subscripts denote which detector 
was the start and which detector was the stop (the detectors are numbered from 0 to 3). 
For the case of axially-symmetric, randomly oriented EFGs and with the further condition 
that IA221 << 1, it can be shown that R(t)  A22(4-22 (t). 
A typical sample can emit hundreds or thousands of counts per minute, how does 
the spectrometer analyze and store this information? When a gamma is detected the 
timing clock starts, this clock stops as soon as another gamma is detected.  Once a 
detector finds a gamma, it sends out two output signals- one to the anode and one to the 10 
dynode. The dynode signal determines the energy of the gamma. This signal is amplified 
and sent to a Single Channel Analyzer (SCA). The SCA selects  out energies which fall 
within a certain range or "window" which has been preset. If the energy of the gamma 
falls within this window, then the anode signal, which has been converted to a digital 
timing pulse, is passed on. The computer now has both time and energy information for 
the gammas.  If the first gamma has an energy equal to 171 keV and the second has 
energy 245 keV, then the computer records the time between the two gammas and stores 
it in a histogram array. 
The histogram array consists of 1000 channels which are each 1  ns wide.  As 
stated earlier, the stop signal has been delayed by coaxial cable, this means that in our 
histogram instead of the first channel being equal to time 0, time 0 has been moved  to 
channel 512.  This allows us to record both the forward and reverse time events in the 
same plot.  This histogram is output as sector data and the eight combined histograms 
form the R(t) function. 
The data files are analyzed by a program written by Dr. Randy Lundquist which 
fits the measured R(t) spectrum to a model based  on the types of sites present in the 
sample. This program, called G2fit, uses a least squares fitting algorithm to get the best fit 
of the physical parameters. The quality of the fit is given by the parameter chit, which is 
the sum of the squares of the differences between the actual data and our fitted function. 
This program allows one to use the data to fit all of the parameters from the anisotropy, to 
site fractions, to the actual frequencies. The program is also able to fix a parameter to a 
certain value while fitting other parameters.  Fig. 2.4 shows a typical example of the data 
and the fitted R(t) function. 11 
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Fig. 2.4 The top graph shows the data points (dots) and error bars fit to a 
theoretical R(t) function (solid black line). The lower graph shows 
the Fourier transform of R(t) with the black dots representing the Fourier of 
the real data while the line is the Fourier of R(t). The data is from an 
experiment using tetragonal zirconia. 12 
Typically, the sites that are used in fitting are static sites, exponential sites, and 
cubic sites; these sites will be explained in more detail in a latter chapter. After our data 
have been fit to an appropriate model, the program calculates the Fourier transform of 
R(t) in order to find the frequencies of the transitions. By looking at the frequencies one 
can learn something about the EFG in the vicinity of the probe and hence the local 
environment. 13 
3.0 Sample Preparation 
All of the PAC samples studied for this work were prepared under the same 
conditions as devised by Dr. Jim Sommers. We start with a liquid source solution which 
contains cerium oxide and a measured amount of indium dopant dissolved into an acidic 
solution.  All of the source solutions were prepared by Dr. Sommers at Teledyne Wah 
Chang Albany. Approximately 1 ml of this source is placed into a test tube after which the 
radioactive tracer probes are added to it by pipette.  A separate test tube contains 
approximately 10 ml of ammonium hydroxide, once the source has been activated, it is 
pipetted into the ammonium hydroxide.  The cerium oxide is insoluble in a basic solution, 
so when it is pipetted into the ammonia it precipitates out in the form of a yellowish gel 
which is poorly defined chemically. The precipitate and remaining liquid are then poured 
into a funnel lined with filter paper to separate the gel from the liquid.  The gel is then 
rinsed 2-3 times each with dilute ammonia hydroxide and distilled water to remove as 
much of the ammonia and other unwanted materials from the sample as possible. 
Next, the precipitate is placed under a heat lamp for 24 hours.  This dries the 
sample and removes most of the moisture so that all that is left are small grains of a 
hydrous oxide which are then placed into a sample holder. There are 2 types of holders 
used in this work- quartz tubes and ceramic holders made of alumina. Both holders have 
an internal diameter of 4 mm; however, the quartz tubes are approximately 12 inches long 
while the alumina holders are only 3 inches long. The type of holder used does not seem 
to affect the data collected. 
Once the sample is in the sample holder it is placed in the furnace and calcined to 
form cerium oxide. The calcining temperature varied from sample to sample, but generally 
was in the range 1200-12500 C. Unless stated otherwise, all samples were calcined for 24 
hrs. The PAC furnaces used have an inner body made of ceramic which will resist the high 
temperatures at which we measure the sample. The furnace uses simple resistive heating 14 
from a tantalum wire element which allows us to measure our samples up to 14000C. The 
furnace is water cooled which induces an extremely large temperature gradient over the 
length of the furnace, but the temperature at the sample is constant, ensuring that are 
sample is not influenced by any temperature gradients. 15 
4.0 Experimental Results
 
The prime motivation of this work is to reexamine some interesting and 
unexplained results that Ms. Lisa Dundon found in her work on after effects in ceria a 
number of years ago. In that work, Ms. Dundon found two signals which she was unable 
consistently to reproduce or adequately identify with any known models. At the start of 
this project, it was suspected that indium, while soluble in other group IV oxides like 
zirconium oxide, was fairly insoluble in cerium oxide. It was hoped that this work would 
help identify the solubility limit of indium in cerium oxide as well as shed additional light 
on the results found by Ms. Dundon. 
With this in mind, one would expect to see PAC signals associated with cerium 
oxide and indium oxide in the data collected for this project as well as signals from the 
unexplained site. The next two sections will focus on previous results found for undoped 
cerium oxide and indium oxide, which has been identified as responsible for the PAC 
spectra that Ms. Dundon found in her earlier work. 
4.1 Cerium Oxide 
There is a large volume of work reported on PAC studies of cerium oxide both 
within the Gardner research group and from other groups around the world.  Other 
researchers have used PAC to measure ceria over a wide temperature range in both 
polycrystalline powder and single crystal samples. This section will review their findings 
and catalog the known PAC sites in ceria, these sites will be used in analyzing the indium 
doped samples measured for this work. 16 
There are four PAC sites in ceria that have been observed at low temperatures. 
The first site, and the most commonly seen, is labeled the "A" site.  The A site has been 
attributed to perturbation by a nearest neighbor oxygen vacancy trapped by the probe 
atom. The A site has an ri of zero and coi = 50 MRad/Sec. There is also a site which is 
attributed to perturbation by a nearest neighbor and a next nearest neighbor oxygen 
vacancy, which is called the "B" site. The B site has an asymmetry of 0.35 and 0)1 = 64.1 
MRad/Sec. The third site is labeled the "C" site.  The C site has been attributed to 2 
nearest neighbor oxygen vacancies and is characterized by an asymmetry of zero and (.01 = 
216 MRad/Sec. Finally, there is a fourth site for which there is no good physical model at 
this time.  This site is called the "D" site and has an asymmetry of 0.54 with co 1 =  180 
MRad/Sec.  The A site has been observed in both undoped and yttrium doped ceria 
samples. However; the B and C sites have only been seen in ceria samples which have 
either been heavily doped with yttrium, a dopant that introduces the additional oxygen 
vacancies needed to form the defect complexes; or pumped on with a vacuum system at 
high temperatures to reduce oxygen content. The D site is most often seen in niobium 
doped ceria samples.  Since niobium has been shown to remove oxygen vacancies in 
zirconium oxide (another group IV oxide), it is speculated that the D site is a perturbation 
caused by a trapped ceria interstitial. 
All of the sites in ceria are observed at low temperatures, but they disappear at 
high temperatures.  The reason for this is that at high temperatures the oxygen atoms 
become highly mobile, hopping about the lattice. For this reason, our probes will observe 
an average EFG from this motion. As stated earlier, the ceria lattice itself is cubic hence 
there is no EFG and no interaction with the probes, so the resulting signal shows no static 
sites in the data. These results are summarized below in table 4.1. 17 
Site  1  coi (MRad/Sec)  cot (MRad/Sec)  0)3 (MRad/Sec) 
A  0.00  50.0  100.0  150.0 
B  0.35  64.1  111.3  175.4 
C  0.00  216.0  432.0  648.0 
D  0.54  180.0  268.2  448.2 
Table 4.1 Summary of PAC sites found in undoped Cerium Oxide 
4.2 Indium Oxide 
When Ms. Dundon first submitted her thesis work, she was unable to identify the 
two signals that she had observed in samples that had been doped with 1.0% indium. 
Since that time it has been discovered that these signals were from indium oxide. Since it 
is expected that indium is fairly insoluble in ceria, we will almost certainly see a signal 
from indium oxide in our data. In researching background data on PAC studies involving 
indium oxide we found two sources of information:  Ms. Dundon's thesis and a paper 
published by Bolse, Bartos, Kesten, Lieb, and Uhrmacher. The results differ somewhat, 
but both of these works studied different systems- Ms. Dundon's data are from PAC 
studies of indium doped polycrystalline powder samples of cerium oxide, while the other 
work used PAC to analyze thin films of indium oxide. 
In Ms. Dundon's work she only reports the col frequencies and  for the two sites 
which she found.  However, with this information we can calculate what co 2 and 0) 3 
should be. The PAC frequencies and eta are related by the following set of equations: 18 
1 -1 col = Csin(-3 cos  (3) 
w2 = C sin (-
1  cos-10))  (4.1) 
0)3 = Csin(-
1 
(it + cos-1(3)) 
where C is a constant and r has been previously defined as 
80(1-112 )
13=  (4.2)
8 2 
)3/2 (11  + 3)3/2
3 
One can solve for any of the three frequencies in terms of another by solving each 
equation for C and setting two of them equal to each other. For the case of co2 one gets 
sin(-1  cos-1 PO) 
(02 7-- coi  (4.3) 
sin(-
1 cos-1 
(3) 
3 
this process can be repeated to solve for co 3 in terms of col. 
The German paper reports their results in the form of vQ and n. We can use this 
information to calculate the three frequencies using the relations 
1  1 -1 col = 2 /awQ sin (- cos-1 (3) = A sin(-cos  (3) 
3 3 
-1 o.)2 = A sin(-1 (n  cos (3))  (4.4) 
(03 = A sin(-1 (it+ cos-113)) 
10 if we substitute the values of cc, 13, 0)o = 60)Q, and vc) =  con we can simplify these
37c 
equations to: 
v0128(112 + 3)  80(1-12)
(1)1 =  sin( 
1 cos_1(  28  2 
))  A sin B 
10  3  (-3 (T1 + 3)) 3))3/2
1 
w2 = A sin (-3 7C  (4.5) 
1
w3 = Asin(-3 7E+B) 19 
Using these equations the results of both Ms. Dundon and the German group are 
summarized in table 4.2: 
Site 1  vo  1]  co i  cot  (03  fraction 
Bulk  0.19  151  288.68  439.68  26% 
Films  154  0.00  145.21  290.39  435.60  23% 
Site 2 
Bulk  0.74  163  203.49  366.49  62% 
Films  119  0.69  160.76  207.95  368.71  77% 
Table 4.2 Summary of PAC studies on Indium Oxide. Results labeled Bulk refer to Ms. 
Dundon's work on polycrystalline indium doped ceria; results labeled films refer to the 
paper by Bolse, et al reporting their findings using indium oxide films. 
These results clearly show that indium oxide has two different sites which each 
give a distinct PAC spectra. These sites appear in a 3 to 1 ratio of intensity due to the 
structure of indium oxide- there are four possible locations for the indium probe atom, 
three of which are the same and one that is different. 
With a knowledge of the PAC signals from ceria and india, we are ready to study 
the solubility of india in ceria. At this point we would expect to be able to identify all the 
sites around our probe atoms, and by looking at the percentage of indium probes at each 
site we would expect to be able to make a calculation of the solubility, albeit somewhat 
crudely. 20 
5.0 Indium-doped Ceria
 
The first sample used in this work had an indium concentration of 1%. The sample 
was calcined at 1200°C for eight hours and then the temperature was quickly lowered to 
4000 C before taking measurements.  The first two measurements were done at this 
temperature and each data set took approximately one day.  The data were very 
inconclusive, with a very noisy Fourier transform that showed  the presence of some 
indium oxide, some cubic signal and some signals arising from nuclei in sites that could not 
be well-fitted to a straightforward model. The temperature was then lowered to 200° C 
and data were again collected. At this temperature 10.7% of the probes are in the A site 
of ceria, 9.6% are in an exponential site, and the rest of the probes are again in sites which 
do not fit a good physical model.  It was expected to see the A site and exponential; 
however, there should be some sort of signal from indium, and the presence of signals 
which could not be well fitted is also a problem.  The sample was cooled to room 
temperature, but there was no improvement in the data. At the end of the last run the 
activity of the sample was too low to take any more data. 
The second sample also contained 1% In, but was calcined longer- 29 hours at 
1200°. After calcining, the sample was brought down to room temperature before the first 
set of data were collected .  Again, the Fourier spectrum was very noisy and inconclusive 
with the only two known sites present being 11.1% of the A site and 19.7% cubic. The 
rest of our probes showed two static sites that do not fit to any currently known model. 
To check the quality of the sample, the temperature was increased to 800° C 
because at this temperature the signal from cerium oxide is cubic. At this point something 
very surprising happened- not only is there a cubic signal (18%), but there is a very strong 
static site signal with a site fraction of 82%. This site was characterized by an (.0 1 of 
191.0 MRad/sec, an co2 of 339.6 MRad/sec, and an i1 of 0.316.  This site had a fairly 
narrow line width, which is represented by the parameter delta.  For this run delta was 21 
2.9%, but there was still a fair amount of background noise in the Fourier spectrum. This 
signal was definitely not a signal from ceria, so the temperature was again raised in hopes 
that whatever was causing this static site would be annealed out of the sample. 
The next set of data was collected at 11000C, high enough that one would expect 
to only observe a static cubic signal from the cerium oxide; however, the new static site is 
still present. This time the frequencies of the signal are 185.3 MRads and 329.5 MRads 
which results in an 11 of 0.316, but this time there is no additional noise. The data, Fourier 
transforms and fit function are shown in Fig. 5.1.  It should be noted that the plots shown 
here were not generated by G2fit, and in the fitting program there was considerably less 
noise present in the Fourier transform than appears in the figure. 22 
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Fig. 5.1 The top plot shows R(t) versus time for a 1.0% In doped sample at 
11000C. The dots represent the data with error bars while the solid line is the fit 
to the R(t) function provided by G2fit. The bottom plot shows the Fourier 
transform of R(t) represented as dots with the transform of the fit being a solid 
line. 23 
The measurement was repeated at 1200° with similar results.  At this point the 
temperature was reduced and data were collected at 800°, 4000, 2000, and room 
temperature.  This new site remained in the sample as the temperature was decreased; 
however as the temperature was reduced the static site became broader, coi increased, and 
the asymmetry increased. At room temperature the indium probes see about 3% A site 
and 87% percent of the new site even though this site was not originally in the sample at 
room temperature. Although it is harder to see now, it is clear from the transform that 
there is a signal where the K site should be. The frequencies have increased to 208 MRad 
and 354 MRad and there is 8.6% broadening in the spectra; however the freqency peaks 
of the site are still quite noticeable in the data as can be seen in Fig 5.2. 24 
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Fig. 5.2 This shows the data, R(t), and Fourier transform of sample CeIn02 at 
room temperature after the K site has been formed at high temperature. 
These first two samples gave somewhat conflicting data, so an additional sample 
was prepared with 1% In doping and was calcined at the same temperature as the first two 25 
for 24 hours. The results were identical to the previous sample, at low temperatures the 
sample started with some A site and a large fraction of sites which could not be fit to a 
good physical model, then at 400 degrees the new static site emerges and becomes 
dominant at high temperatures. Once formed, the new site remains in the sample as the 
temperature is lowered again, although we did lose the signal at 200 degrees.  The 
frequencies and asymmetries were the same, with omega one equal to 187 MRad at high 
temperatures and 208 MRad at lower temperatures. 
Now the sample preparation process became suspect; one possible explanation for 
the new site was that we were introducing some sort of dopant into our samples. A fourth 
sample was made in which no indium was added; however, all other steps in the synthesis 
process were identical. This sample was calcined at 12000 for 24 hours, so in all respects 
it was identical to the three previous samples except it was undoped. Data were collected 
in the temperature range of room temperature to 800 degrees Celsius in 200 degree steps. 
The first run started at 800 degrees then we ramped down to room temperature, back up 
to 800 degrees and then returned to room temperature. This sample behaved precisely 
like all previous experiments done on undoped ceria; at low temperatures the data were fit 
to the A site and a cubic fraction while at high temperatures the data were fit to either an 
exponential or cubic site- the new static site was not found in the undoped ceria. Figure 
5.3 shows data collected at 800 degrees while Figure 5.4 shows data collected at room 
temperature. 26 
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Fig 5.3 Undoped ceria at high temperatures. This gives a signal which is cubic  and 
results in the Fourier transform being a straight line with amplitude zero.  There  is  no 
evidence of the new site. 27 
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Fig. 5.4 Shows undoped ceria at room temperature. This sample contains the A 
site with an 80% site fraction, the rest of the signal being an exponential. Again, 
there is no evidence of the new site. 28 
These data indicate that the site we observed  was not a product of the sample 
preparation process, there is indeed a new site in the indium doped cerium oxide system. 
This site is very narrow and well defined, which is usually associated with a single site in 
the material; and the site shows some temperature dependence of its frequency. 
5.1 0.5% Indium-doped Ceria 
There are three possible models for our site- it could be  a new phase of cerium 
oxide, a new phase of indium oxide, or a new indium-ceria-oxygen compound; to evaluate 
these various models additional data were taken with different amounts of indium doping. 
The next series of samples were done on cerium oxide doped with 0.5% In. 
Sample four was calcined for 24 hours at 12000 before the temperature  was 
reduced to 800° for the first set of data. At 800° our probes  see a cubic signal and the 
two frequencies from indium oxide. Data was then collected at 400° and 200° with the 
same results, at room temperature there still is a cubic signal and indium oxide with the 
addition of the A site.  However, when the temperature was raised to 12000 we see a 
cubic signal, indium oxide, and 19.2% of the new site (which is designated the K site). 
The sample was then left at this temperature and additional data sets were collected, with 
each set taking approximately one day to collect. The data showed that  over time, the 
indium oxide in the sample decreased to zero, while the fraction of K site increased 
correspondingly, this is shown in table 5.1 below. 29 
Run Number  % Ceria  % Indium Oxide  % K site 
5  53.2  26.3  20.5 
6  49.4  24.5  26.1 
7  45.1  8.3  46.6 
8  38.1  2.2  59.7 
Table 5.1  Comparison of site fraction versus time at 12000C. 
It is somewhat surprising that the ceria percentage decreased as well, and there is 
approximately 3% uncertainty in the fraction of ceria. The PAC furnace failed after run 8 
so a final set of data was collected at room temperature. This final run showed that 75% 
of the probes see the K site, 12.6% see the A site and the remaining 12.4%  see a cubic 
signal; this is consistent with the previous runs that showed that percentage of our probes 
which see an indium signal decreased to zero. 
The next sample on which there is data was labeled sample 6.  Previous samples 
implied that there is some sort of transformation that occurs in the sample close to 
1200°C, so this sample was calcined at 1200 degrees and not cooled before taking data. 
Unfortunately, there was a problem with the furnace and in the 24 hours the sample was 
calcining the furnace had cooled to 1180°C. This sample had signals from indium oxide, 
the K site, and an exponential. The temperature was raised to 1200 degrees and another 
set of data was taken.  Again, while the data were being collected the temperature 
dropped to 1160°C and contained the same three sites as before although the K site 
fraction did increase slightly. 
The temperature was then raised to 1250°C and although all three sites were still 
present, the percentage of indium oxide was reduced.  In the next data set (collected at 
1275°) the indium oxide signal disappears totally and we are left with signals from the K 30 
site and an exponential site. There were then 6 more data runs collected at temperatures 
ranging from 1250-12800 but these two sites persist with approximately the same site 
fractions. The temperature was then lowered to 1200° for the last run which produced the 
same results but saw the addition of some low frequency sites into the signal. 
5.2 Looking for the Transition Temperature 
The K site had been repeatedly observed in all the indium doped samples up to this 
point, and it was clear that this site appears initially at high temperatures. The K site also 
appears to form slowly, yet persists in a metastable state once formed; the next samples 
attempted to determine the temperature of formation. A sample was prepared with 1.0% 
In doping and calcined at 1150°C for 24 hours.  There were twelve sets of data collected 
on this sample starting at 1150 degrees and ranging up to 1240 degrees with the twelve 
set collected at room temperature. The K site first appears in the sample at 1200° with a 
sight fraction of 11%; however, the site fraction never exceeded 15-16% in this sample 
even at high temperatures. 
This experiment was repeated with the next sample, but with the same results- the 
K site appears at 1175° but never exceeds 15-16%. One possible explanation for this is 
that the thermocouples used in our experiments appear to degrade with use and lose their 
accuracy. After these two experiments the thermocouples were checked and found to be 
inaccurate at high temperatures; at 1200°C both thermocouples were found to read 
temperatures that were 20-30° lower than originally measured. The thermocouples were 
replaced, but not until the data were collected, so any temperature readings for these last 
two samples were suspect. 31 
5.3 Indium Solubility in Ceria 
The emphasis now changed to identifying the solubility limit of indium in ceria. A 
sample was prepared that was doped with only 0.2% In and calcined at 1230°C; well 
above the suspected formation temperature of the K site. Data were collected at 1230 
degrees twice, 1220 degrees, 800 degrees and room temperature. At 800° and above the 
signal was a combination of a cubic spectra and one or two exponential decays- there was 
no signal from either indium oxide or the K site.  At room temperature, the A site is 
present along with an exponential signal. 
The next sample was doped with 0.3% In and was calcined at 1225°C for 24 
hours. The data collected agreed with the previous sample in that at high temperatures the 
signal consists of a cubic fraction and an exponential fraction, with the A site present at 
room temperature.  These data imply that the solubility of indium in cerium oxide lies 
between .3-.5%. 
The last three samples studied in this work were doped with 80% indium.  This 
high limit was studied because it was theorized that there was a phase change in indium at 
high temperatures that may account for the K site.  However, both samples were 
measured over a period of 3-7 days at temperatures over 12000C and the only signals 
observed were those from indium oxide and a cubic fraction. 32 
6.0 Analysis and Conclusions 
The key question that motivated this work was determining the solubility of indium 
in ceria. The data show clearly that the indium solubility in ceria is between .3 and .5%. 
When ceria is doped with half a percent of indium oxide we can see the two sites from 
indium oxide; however, both the .2 and .3% doped samples show only sites from ceria. 
While this fraction is small in terms of doping levels, it is important to restate that it will 
have no effect on PAC measurements of cerium oxide since there are only of order 109 
probes introduced into our samples. 
The discovery of the K site was unexpected in this work; however, the data give us 
many insights into its properties and hints to its composition. It seems clear that the K site 
is slow to form and needs to anneal at high temperatures in order to appear. In samples 
which were calcined below 12000C, or which stayed below this temperature for long 
periods of time the K site did not form. Once formed, the K site is metastable and can be 
observed at temperatures ranging down to 400°C. There is reason to believe that the site 
persists at lower temperatures as well; however, it becomes difficult to fit accurately at 
these low temperatures, perhaps due to large and variable strains within the system. 
The K site is characterized by a single frequency triplet which shows some 
temperature dependence. `At temperatures above 1200°C the characteristics of this site 
are: 
coi = 184 MRad/Sec 
o.)2 = 330 MRad /Sec 
co 3 = 514 MRad/Sec 
and  = 0.303. 
As the temperature decreases col shifts downward towards 205 MRad/Sec while cot shifts 
upward towards 355 MRad/Sec which causes 1 to increase to 0.354, but this behavior has 
been observed in other systems before and can easily be explained by lattice distortions 33 
caused by the changing temperature which will affect the electric field gradient and hence 
the interaction with our probe. 
There are a number of possible explanations for the K site in indium-doped ceria. 
The first model that comes to mind is that a new ternary compound of oxygen, cerium, 
and indium has formed which has a stable equilibrium phase above approximately 1200°C. 
This seems to explain most of the data well; however, there were some runs which are 
hard to explain. Two such experimental results are the fact that in sample 8 the K site was 
present at one point and then disappeared from the sample even above the transition 
temperature, and in sample 9 the K site was present up to 1250°C, but disappeared at 
1300°. However, the strongest evidence against this model was provided by two samples 
which were composed of 80% In and 20% cerium; in these samples the K site never 
appeared, if this is a ternary compound one would expect to see a large fraction of K site 
in the spectrum. 
A second possible explanation for the K site is that it is a phase of indium oxide 
which is in stable equilibrium at high temperatures. However, the same evidences listed 
above that disagree with the high temperature ternary phase also disagree with a high 
temperature phase of indium. This is especially true in regards to the 80% In samples, if 
this is a high temperature phase in indium oxide it must surely be present in a sample with 
such a high indium concentration. A third possibility is found in several papers which 
discuss the presence of a corundum phase in indium oxide at high temperature and 
pressure (1250°C at 65kbar). While this work was done in the right temperature range 
and it is conceivable that pressures due to grain growth could reach the 65 kbar level, such 
a corundum phase would be axially symmetric while our data shows clearly that the K site 
does not have axial symmetry. Therefore, if this is a new phase of indium oxide which is 
in a stable equilibrium at high temperature and pressure, it's characteristics are unknown. 
A final possibility is that the K site is a ternary compound which is stable only at 
high temperature and pressure. However, without further analysis by Xray diffraction or 34 
some other means, it would be impossible to tell whether the high pressure and 
temperature phase was indium oxide or a ternary compound. The high pressure 
requirement may be able to satisfy the experimental data that showed the K site leaving the 
sample at 1300°C since it is conceivable that at that temperature the strains may relax, 
relieving the pressure on the sample. However, it is also possible that the high 
temperature affected the diffusion rate or the solubility of indium itself causing the K site 
to vanish. 
While we are not able at this time to provide a satisfying physical model which 
explains all of the experimental results regarding the K site in indium doped cerium oxide, 
we are on the way to at least understanding some of its properties. There are many 
questions regarding this site which need further examination; but whatever the eventual 
answers are, we have shown repeatedly throughout our samples and in varying doping 
concentrations that this site not only exists, but is reproducible and must be considered in 
any future experiments on indium doped cerium oxide. 35 
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Appendix 37 
It should be noted that while chi2 normally should be equal to one if the data and 
the fit matched perfectly, the G2fit program can give chit equal to values less than one. 
This is due to the fact that when the program finds TO in our data it shifts the data by 
partial channels. This introduces an averaging affect to our data; however, the error bars 
are not averaged which means that they are slightly larger than they should be. With this 
in mind, it is assumed that the smaller the value of chi2 the better the fit. 
Data Fit Parameters for all Samples 
Fitted Value  Uncertainty 
Sample CeIn01  Doped with 1.0% In  Calcined at 1200°C for 8 hours 
Run 01  400°C  Poor Statistics 
A2  -0.09250  0.00000 
% Site 1  24.18185  0.00000 
Omega 1 (MRad/Sec) 209.00000  0.00000 
Omega 2  336.00000  0.00000 
Delta (%)  2.04145  1.05387 
% Site 2  14.42233  0.00000 
Omega 1  151.00000  0.00000 
Omega 2  289.00000  0.00000 
Delta  24.01118  27.11507 
% Site 3  35.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  163.00000  0.00000 
Omega 2  204.00000  0.00000 
Delta  208.85950  123.74350 
% Site 4  10.39582  0.00000 
Omega 1  169.97141  5.34824 
Omega 2  252.14580  6.07337 
Delta  0.46348  1.70609 
% Exponential Site  16.00000  0.00000 
Lambda (10A6/sec)  18.48559  3.79684 
Chi squared  0.9524 
Run 02  400°C 
A2  -0.09250  0.00000 
% Site 1  76.18965  1.52579 
Omega 1  209.00000  0.00000 
Omega 2  336.00000  0.00000 
Delta  8.79048  0.57309 
% Site 2  8.36861  1.52579 
Omega 1  149.81129  2.70432 
Omega 2  297.12970  4.43903 
Delta  1.21583  1.19133 
% Exponential Site  15.44174  0.00000 
Lambda  32.22719  3.25849 38 
Chi squared  1.0400 
Run 03  2000C 
A2  -0.09250  0.00000 
% Site 1  30.15823  1.96550 
Omega 1  206.57173  0.72654 
Omega 2  356.22693  1.34236 
Delta  2.47152  0.27854 
% Site 2  17.95216  1.10931 
Omega 1  161.79781  1.58980 
Omega 2  300.93597  3.49438 
Delta  4.86466  0.80016 
% Site 3  31.54195  1.27792 
Omega 1  247.93890  2.17850 
Omega 2  332.52191  2.97041 
Delta  5.90939  0.66794 
% A Site  10.69962  0.69399 
Omega 1  50.92655  0.95861 
Omega 2  100.18483  1.29013 
Delta  1.15435  1.04680 
% Exponential Site  23.94209  2.44372 
Lambda  17.95216  1.10931 
Chi squared  1.0929 
Run 04  Room Temperature 
A2  -0.09250  0.00000 
% Site 1  43.85125  1.80775 
Omega 1  206.98439  0.44502 
Omega 2  353.26028  1.24979 
Delta  4.31941  0.27000 
% Site 2  6.68723  1.14919 
Omega 1  155.91420  2.47493 
Omega 2  259.43591  4.74512 
Delta  4.27915  1.58457 
% Site 3  32.52393  1.23590 
Omega 1  293.09146  0.96184 
Omega 2  364.25885  1.64891 
Delta  4.13110  0.33458 
% A Site  11.03790  0.54899 
Omega 1  49.37709  0.57081 
Omega 2  99.58916  0.86731 
Delta  2.26545  0.80877 
% Exponential Site  5.89969  0.34423 
Lambda  4.59045  0.62981 
Chi squared  1.1619 39 
Run 05  Room Temperature 
A2  -0.09250  0.00000 
% Site 1  43.33742  2.21435 
Omega 1  207.42603  0.37460 
Omega 2  356.72852  1.48208 
Delta  4.23393  0.31941 
% Site 2  6.79299  1.48969 
Omega 1  155.72319  2.58686 
Omega 2  253.09186  5.98443 
Delta  5.43815  2.23337 
% Site 3  34.98475  1.49854 
Omega 1  292.22830  0.93689 
Omega 2  361.82550  2.25537 
Delta  5.05277  0.40480 
% A Site  10.29684  0.55866 
Omega 1  50.08813  0.47719 
Omega 2  100.03818  0.67974 
Delta  1.63116  0.73681 
% Exponential Site  4.58800  0.35559 
Lambda  7.77591  1.03142 
Chi squared  1.2363 
Sample CeIn02  Doped with 1.0% In  Calcined for 29 hours at 1200°C 
Run 01  Room Temperature 
A2  -.08106  0.00000 
K Site  50.25170  6.51425 
Omega 1  198.79550  3.40832 
Omega 2  362.44620  7.62371 
Delta  4.64070  0.00000 
% Site 2  20.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  123.00000  0.00000 
Omega 2  221.00000  0.00000 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% Cubic  21.44526  2.35469 
% Exponential  8.30304  6.07379 
Lambda  120.48260  201.92619 
Chi squared  1.0875 
Run 02  800°C 
A2  -0.08833  0.01233 
K Site  82.23310  6.12700 
Omega 1  191.03641  2.17318 
Omega 2  339.63000  4.08380 
Delta  2.86772  1.32816 40 
% Cubic  17.76690  6.12700 
Chi squared  0.9266 
Run 03  1100°C 
A2  -0.07558  0.00175 
% K Site  80.37712  1.05900 
Omega 1  185.31551  0.33210 
Omega 2  329.54959  0.59263 
Delta  2.26281  0.20025 
% Cubic  19.62288  1.05900 
Chi squared  1.3118 
Run 04  1200°C 
A2  -0.07684  0.00290 
K Site  79.33820  1.79149 
Omega 1  183.88870  0.51891 
Omega 2  329.18979  0.90505 
Delta  1.99905  0.30695 
% Cubic  20.66180  1.79149 
Chi squared  1.2299 
Run 05  800°C 
A2  -0.08596  0.00285 
K Site  78.65387  1.59224 
Omega 1  190.24541  0.47495 
Omega 2  334.15851  0.85711 
Delta  2.28888  0.28204 
% Cubic  21.34613  1.59224 
Chi squared  1.0090 
Run 06  400°C 
A2  -0.07948  0.00307 
% K Site  80.03357  1.65472 
Omega 1  200.28580  0.57358 
Omega 2  339.47760  1.11842 
Delta  3.37265  0.35171 
% Exponential  19.96643  1.65472 
Lambda  2.04396  0.48071 
Chi squared  1.3811 
Run 07  200°C 
A2  -0.08106  0.00000 
% A Site  3.34417  0.00000 
Omega 1  41.61240  3.11177 
Omega 2  97.97833  4.16185 41 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% K Site  52.09292  0.53665 
Omega 1  202.23851  1.15251 
Omega 2  342.67807  2.75518 
Delta  5.50342  0.45075 
% Site 3  37.69952  0.55852 
Omega 1  280.20782  5.33105 
Omega 2  339.29050  8.17560 
Delta  9.63113  1.62007 
% Cubic  6.86340  0.77456 
Chi squared  1.0357 
Run 08  Room Temperature 
A2  -0.08106  0.00000 
% K Site  60.43549  0.36299 
Omega 1  205.81770  0.74858 
Omega 2  357.80203  1.94499 
Delta  6.09718  0.29609 
% A Site  3.34417  0.00000 
Omega 1  48.81413  2.21708 
Omega 2  100.11047  2.78759 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
Site 3  27.67712  0.37680 
Omega 1  300.32153  2.85668 
Omega 2  360.89978  4.26887 
Delta  5.97885  0.78032 
% Cubic  8.543230  0.52320 
Chi squared  1.1567 
Sample CeIn03  Doped with 1.0% In  Calcined for 25 hours at 12000C 
Run 01  Room Temperature 
A2  -0.14445  0.00200 
% K Site  47.09342  1.68653 
Omega 1  198.35820  0.79174 
Omega 2  339.92709  2.35519 
Delta  4.81715  0.38953 
% A Site  10.52342  2.53321 
Omega 1  46.29275  1.32047 
Omega 2  98.32664  2.45922 
Delta  4.83507  2.32868 
% Site 3  42.38316  1.89017 
Omega 1  273.45300  2.86291 
Omega 2  344.64749  6.24343 
Delta  9.41140  1.07336 
Chi squared  0.8800 42 
Run 02  Room Temperature 
A2  -0.12880  0.00239 
% K Site  39.46492  3.07642 
Omega 1  205.38490  0.81553 
Omega 2  354.71259  2.19238 
Delta  3.79626  0.53005 
% A Site  8.42285  4.92524 
Omega 1  47.96730  1.37875 
Omega 2  102.95680  2.25660 
Delta  2.57883  2.88919 
% Site 3  52.11222  3.84625 
Omega 1  294.61560  8.13587 
Omega 2  353.43680  18.63217 
Delta  17.61813  3.32837 
Chi squared  1.1298 
Run 03  200°C 
A2  -.11100  0.00442 
% K Site  15.27071  1.24386 
Omega 1  204.79260  0.78871 
Omega 2  346.22369  0.94614 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% Site 2  66.25556  2.78456 
Omega 1  281.39310  8.91071 
Omega 2  333.25891  16.01094 
Delta  19.31580  2.52801 
% Exponential  18.47373  2.49131 
Lambda  71.44315  15.15756 
Chi squared  1.2361 
Run 04  400°C 
A2  -0.09472  0.00328 
% K Site  73.80680  4.51391 
Omega 1  203.05350  0.60065 
Omega 2  342.76010  1.16625 
Delta  3.72445  0.35652 
% Cubic  13.09103  3.35453 
% Exponential  13.10217  3.02034 
Lambda  7.04610  3.76238 
Chi squared  1.3222 
Run 05  200°C 
A2  -0.11492  0.00139 
% K Site  25.96627  0.86815 43 
Omega 1  204.41209 
Omega 2  344.48969 
Delta  2.54806 
% A Site  3.93185 
Omega 1  42.68985 
Omega 2  94.18084 
Delta  1.80909 
% Site 3  64.16527 
Omega 1  286.70380 
Omega 2  353.40179 
Delta  17.65519 
% Exponential  5.93661 
Lambda  20.06663 
Chi squared  1.1127 
Run 06  Room Temperature 
A2  -0.09116 
% K Site  46.27362 
Omega 1  208.23199 
Omega 2  353.40961 
Delta  3.59782 
% A Site  10.66653 
Omega 1  50.60973 
Omega 2  104.31270 
Delta  1.21688 
% Site 3  28.45158 
Omega 1  286.23541 
Omega 2  371.73911 
Delta  4.10357 
% Cubic  14.60827 
Chi squared  1.1127 
Run 07  1000°C 
A2  -0.09880 
% K Site  68.07568 
Omega 1  187.12990 
Omega 2  329.43790 
Delta  1.60522 
% Cubic  31.92432 
Chi squared  0.9543 
Run 08  800°C 
A2  -0.10265 
% K Site  69.21771 
Omega 1  190.65250 
1.81064 
1.48367 
0.29389 
1.59772 
2.26411 
3.74853 
3.48685 
1.07750 
4.52784 
7.76585 
1.50306 
0.79877 
4.08404 
0.00517 
3.81227 
1.07056 
2.46363 
0.66052 
6.15703 
1.41736 
2.00339 
2.09896 
4.17394 
2.93689 
4.73499 
1.28983 
2.44006 
0.00312 
1.94006 
0.63759 
1.07496 
0.31175 
1.94006 
0.00069 
0.41116 
0.29660 44 
Omega 2  335.93701 
Delta  2.05715 
% Cubic  30.78229 
Chi squared  1.1187 
Run 09  4000C 
A2  -0.09492 
% K Site  50.96407 
Omega 1  207.25211 
Omega 2  351.75211 
Delta  2.678930 
% Site 2  18.43529 
Omega 1  194.59860 
Omega 2  335.90121 
Delta  0.00000 
% Cubic  16.14535 
% Exponential  14.45530 
Lambda  8.13290 
Chi squared  1.0054 
Run 10  2000C 
A2  -0.09678 
% A Site  2.67467 
Omega 1  64.03996 
Omega 2  95.84072 
Delta  0.00000 
% Site 2  84.27482 
Omega 1  235.33521 
Omega 2  337.41611 
Delta  14.79279 
% Exponential  13.05051 
Lambda  12.60635 
Chi squared  1.2232 
Run 11  Room Temperature 
A2  -0.08447 
% K Site  43.06056 
Omega 1  206.21964 
Omega 2  353.36157 
Delta  3.48885 
% A Site  8.11104 
Omega 1  49.48610 
Omega2  98.83076 
Delta  0.00000 
% Site 3  36.81104 
0.53633
 
0.11060
 
0.41116
 
0.00720 
14.22058 
2.65088 
3.79481 
1.22132 
12.63896 
1.68853 
1.67213 
0.00000 
4.98447 
4.19958 
6.27982 
0.00187 
1.18447 
1.31088 
1.22073 
0.00000 
0.87488 
4.15456 
8.20097 
1.69107 
0.79847 
1.96038 
0.00266 
4.97841 
1.23651 
3.49545 
0.67341 
1.35113 
1.71469 
2.14621 
0.00000 
4.57722 45 
Omega 1  289.16867  5.07413 
Omega 2  359.35080  10.09106 
Delta  6.84657  1.92806 
% Exponential  12.01737  1.41705 
Lambda  2.30517  0.78111 
Chi squared  1.0774 
Sample CeIn04  Doped with 0.5% In  Calcined 24 hours at 1200°C 
Run 01  800°C 
A2  -0.06028  0.00088 
% Indium Site  53.38212  1.06697 
Omega 1  159.52859  1.00436 
Omega 2  208.15930  1.14829 
Delta  0.96718  0.39942 
Ratio  3.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  139.60110  1.90167 
Omega 2  295.50369  2.44862 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% Exponential Site  46.61788  1.06697 
Lambda  0.98652  0.20276 
Chi squared  0.9952 
Run 02  400°C 
A2  -0.05644  0.00238 
% In Site  53.24725  2.70031 
Omega 1  160.78410  1.44699 
Omega 2  205.08009  1.72135 
Delta  2.01065  0.79916 
Ratio  3.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  150.96429  2.38279 
Omega 2  289.79559  2.68354 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% Exponential Site  46.75275  2.70031 
Lambda  4.74526  0.56445 
Chi squared  1.0354 
Run 03  200°C 
A2  -0.05172  0.00266 
% In Site  55.03267  3.23419 
Omega 1  160.25560  1.50154 
Omega 2  203.39430  1.71756 
Delta  2.02162  0.81611 
Ratio  3.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  151.44350  2.43338 
Omega 2  291.87210  2.63425 46 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% A Site  26.31699  3.27579 
Omega 1  49.36114  2.02211 
Omega 2  101.85890  4.49253 
Delta  7.67933  3.83237 
% Cubic  18.65034  4.60334 
Chi squared  0.9591 
Run 04  Room Temperature 
A2  -.065942  0.00217 
% In Site  59.00630  2.38986 
Omega 1  159.43730  1.12759 
Omega 2  201.09750  1.22933 
Delta  1.79667  0.54200 
Ratio  3.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  143.71581  1.68780 
Omega 2  289.64099  1.98252 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% A Site  20.60496  1.87085 
Omega 1  52.71698  1.16529 
Omega 2  100.55900  1.47384 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% Cubic Site  20.38874  3.03505 
Chi squared  1.0716 
Run 05  12000C 
A2  -0.08685  0.00164 
% In Site  26.27810  1.34592 
Omega 1  162.32370  1.23936 
Omega 2  207.48520  1.38563 
Delta  1.02314  0.55433 
Ratio  3.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  155.24100  2.53004 
Omega 2  297.58029  2.79800 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% K Site  20.54437  1.33451 
Omega 1  185.51730  1.00921 
Omega 2  328.22940  1.40093 
Delta  0.77603  0.37674 
% Site 3  15.06533  1.81529 
Omega 1  24.43619  9.70418 
Omega 2  25.02940  9.44890 
Delta  36.93073  13.82937 
% Exponential Site  38.11219  2.62444 
Lambda  0.64032  0.21642 47 
Chi squared 
Run 06  12000C 
A2 
% In Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
Ratio 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% K Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% Exponential Site 
Lambda 
% Cubic Site 
Chi squared 
Run 07  12000C 
A2 
% In Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
Ratio 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% K Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% Exponential Site 
Lambda 
% Cubic Site 
Chi squared 
Run 08  12000C 
A2 
% K Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
1.1239
 
-0.08945 
23.59449 
164.16710 
208.43730 
0.66411 
3.00000 
141.24451 
313.77249 
0.00000 
26.04134 
183.67970 
333.72119 
0.35202 
15.37756 
13.72635 
34.98661 
0.8525 
-0.09363 
8.09325 
162.26613 
213.55449 
0.00000 
3.00000 
142.23279 
320.25284 
0.00000 
45.74856 
185.55806 
332.67130 
2.06290 
13.46544 
17.29098 
32.69275 
1.0863 
-0.09829 
60.76568 
185.00473 
332.81244 
0.00385 
14.10631 
1.90425 
2.03980 
0.93784 
0.00000 
3.28862 
4.50089 
0.00000 
3.86954 
0.98985 
1.28650 
0.518976 
6.43143 
6.02811 
3.08678 
0.00066 
0.76092 
1.79024 
1.91163 
0.00000 
0.00000 
4.39808 
5.86369 
0.00000 
0.79672 
0.43240 
0.77790 
0.16668 
1.20836 
1.63089 
0.49636 
0.00276 
1.43425 
0.42583 
0.83294 48 
Delta  2.74612  0.26590 
% Exponential Site  10.97272  2.03274 
Lambda  22.61456  6.10367 
% Cubic Site  28.26161  1.44048 
Chi squared  1.2778 
Run 09  1200°C  Furnace broke, very poor statistics 
A2  -0.12865  0.01883 
% K Site  59.76320  8.00729 
Omega 1  188.43317  1.98596 
Omega 2  330.22153  3.17867 
Delta  2.56076  1.19735 
% Exponential Site  17.20079  10.11714 
Lambda  46.98009  41.51099 
% Cubic Site  23.03601  6.18383 
Chi squared  0.9720 
Run 10  Room Temperature 
A2  -0.7470  0.00375 
% K Site  75.04144  2.37920 
Omega 1  204.00751  1.56401 
Omega 2  341.55759  3.62230 
Delta  9.41873  0.96631 
% A Site  12.62459  1.11051 
Omega 1  50.28004  0.92269 
Omega 2  98.19122  1.16422 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% Cubic Site  12.33398  2.62561 
Chi squared  1.2439 
Sample CeIn06  Doped with 0.5% In  Calcined at 1200°C for 24 hours 
Run 00  1180°C 
A2  -.06606  0.00093 
% K Site  16.19151  2.17728 
Omega 1  183.20700  2.18602 
Omega 2  325.08511  2.60204 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% In Site  20.95223  2.47527 
Omega 1  161.23930  2.96941 
Omega 2  209.17709  3.10872 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
Ratio  3.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  149.96750  4.49225 
Omega 2  288.49731  5.49338 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 49 
% Exponential Site  62.85625  1.17745 
Lambda  0.22126  0.16960 
Chi squared  1.0975 
Run 01  11600C 
A2  -.06852  0.00193 
% K Site  23.37610  1.82492 
Omega 1  184.49139  1.30306 
Omega 2  327.28271  1.56249 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% In Site  20.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  158.22009  3.26801 
Omega 2  214.27190  2.08740 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
Ratio  3.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  156.45860  23.22918 
Omega 2  290.55042  16.58769 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% Exponential Site  56.62391  1.82492 
Lambda  1.57293  0.27636 
Chi squared  0.8372 
Run 02  12500C 
A2  -.06383  0.00254 
% K Site  18.10966  4.72393 
Omega 1  181.43732  1.46054 
Omega 2  330.30179  1.78738 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% In Site  15.05592  2.59384 
Omega 1  161.00000  0.00000 
Omega 2  208.00000  0.00000 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  145.00000  0.00000 
Omega 2  290.00000  0.00000 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% Site 3  11.40430  2.10460 
Omega 1  26.06321  2.48381 
Omega 2  51.77044  2.87437 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
Chi squared  0.8774 
Run 03  12750C 
A2  -0.06560  0.00135 
% K Site  22.98340  2.48630 
Omega 1  183.54878  0.86190 50 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% Site 2 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% Exponential Site 
Lambda 
Chi squared 
Run 04  12500C 
A2 
% K Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% Site 2 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% Exponential Site 
Lambda 
Chi squared 
Run 05  1265°C 
A2 
% K Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% Site 2 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% Exponential Site 
Lambda 
Chi squared 
Run 06  1270°C 
A2 
% K Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% Site 2 
331.60077 
0.00000 
14.18193 
24.28711 
45.74421 
0.00000 
62.83467 
0.85796 
1.1985 
-0.06417 
27.20193 
183.43915 
330.50635 
0.00000 
10.48405 
26.85678 
45.22686 
0.00000 
62.31402 
0.61923 
1.1639 
-0.06748 
25.66463 
183.79428 
329.44214 
0.00000 
9.76215 
25.21810 
47.60190 
0.00000 
64.57322 
0.90263 
1.0703 
-0.06582 
26.25564 
183.28557 
329.44510 
0.00000 
11.37671 
1.04636 
0.00000 
1.55132 
1.52097 
1.70545 
0.00000 
1.94295 
0.18618 
0.00122 
2.20922 
0.64792 
0.78792 
0.00000 
1.39031 
1.70127 
2.00386 
0.00000 
1.71688 
0.14374 
0.00116 
2.03225 
0.60528 
0.73334 
0.00000 
1.27175 
1.61645 
1.85179 
0.00000 
1.58514 
0.13423 
0.00113 
1.96238 
0.56901 
0.69315 
0.00000 
1.23629 51 
Omega 1  27.37671  1.28234 
Omega 2  47.98861  1.50881 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% Exponential Site  62.36625  1.52398 
Lambda  1.21692  0.13103 
Chi squared  1.0112 
Run 07  1280°C 
A2  -0.06524  0.00163 
% K site  23.31724  2.89526 
Omega 1  184.69766  0.92475 
Omega 2  329.35904  1.11591 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% Site 2  11.27079  1.79574 
Omega 1  27.65093  1.86737 
Omega 2  47.16644  2.19297 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% Exponential Site  65.41197  2.27109 
Lambda  1.24990  0.17856 
Chi squared  1.0641 
Run 08  1280°C 
A2  -0.06629  0.00115 
K Site  21.32567  2.00231 
Omega 1  183.30725  0.69311 
Omega 2  329.67389  0.84418 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% Site 2  12.91526  1.23108 
Omega 1  25.77752  1.14049 
Omega 2  48.67636  1.32685 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% Exponential Site  65.75907  1.57914 
Lambda  1.06240  0.12434 
Chi squared  0.9969 
Run 09  1250°C 
A2  -0.06047  0.00127 
% K Site  22.35815  3.04078 
Omega 1  184.65369  0.84566 
Omega 2  328.73886  1.01878 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% Site 2  10.05048  1.94029 
Omega 1  17.28930  2.03338 
Omega 2  50.93258  2.49101 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 52 
% Exponential Site  67.59137  2.34129 
Lambda  0.39943  0.26649 
Chi squared  1.0640 
Run 10  1200°C 
A2  -0.07314  0.00310 
% K Site  38.04966  3.61290 
Omega 1  185.85776  0.90672 
Omega 2  330.96786  1.64335 
Delta  1.94118  0.54154 
% Site 2  7.02900  1.71931 
Omega 1  63.14359  2.36529 
Omega 2  100.76063  2.71742 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% Exponential Site  54.92134  3.17758 
Lambda  0.72226  0.14421 
Chi squared  1.0191 
Sample Cein08  Doped with 1.0% In  Calcined at 1150°C for 24 hours 
Run 00  1150°C 
A2  -0.07701  0.00313 
% In Site  80.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  162.74590  1.64403 
Omega 2  203.62718  1.65267 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
Ratio  3.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  144.10075  4.29973 
Omega 2  298.05850  5.08930 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% Cubic Site  20.00000  0.00000 
Chi squared  1.4227 
Run 01  1190°C 
A2  -0.07165  0.00408 
% In Site  73.57875  3.06107 
Omega 1  160.48734  1.97021 
Omega 2  206.76170  2.26709 
Delta  2.49482  0.95126 
Ratio  3.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  139.50847  2.81142 
Omega 2  311.45309  3.44895 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% Cubic Site  26.42125  3.06107 
Chi squared  0.9738 53 
Run 02  11900C 
A2 
% In Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
Ratio 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% Cubic Site 
Chi squared 
Run 03  12000C 
A2 
% In Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
Ratio 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% K Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% Cubic Site 
Chi squared 
Run 04  12250C 
A2 
% In Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
Ratio 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% K Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% Cubic Site 
-0.07501 
66.12350 
160.67709 
211.19685 
0.00000 
3.00000 
147.18877 
306.96240 
0.00000 
33.87650 
1.0624 
-0.08393 
59.86009 
157.38522 
209.60071 
0.47248 
3.00000 
162.04124 
270.53607 
3.81425 
11.09950 
184.40401 
325.78470 
0.00000 
59.86009 
1.0021 
-0.08324 
65.61760 
157.78326 
210.55807 
0.00000 
3.00000 
191.67409 
287.21207 
1.68463 
7.83329 
182.32520 
336.66797 
0.00000 
26.54911 
0.00381 
3.06306 
1.43202 
1.49897 
0.00000 
0.00000 
3.88482 
4.66503 
0.00000 
3.06306 
0.00273 
2.16494 
1.45562 
1.15364 
0.43765 
0.00000 
12.14346 
20.62770 
4.40338 
1.98325 
3.39600 
3.90304 
0.00000 
2.16494 
0.00241 
1.95051 
0.81401 
0.93361 
0.00000 
0.00000 
4.57477 
5.34136 
1.51317 
2.00643 
5.03067 
5.26329 
0.00000 
2.79826 54 
Chi squared 
Run 05  1225°C 
A2 
% In Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
Ratio 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
K Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% Cubic Site 
Chi squared 
Run 06  1190°C 
A2 
% In Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
Ratio 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% K Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% Cubic Site 
Chi squared 
Run 07  1150°C 
A2 
% In Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
Ratio 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
1.1500
 
-0.08899 
63.46649 
160.97110 
209.21193 
1.31204 
3.00000 
148.60657 
297.09097 
0.68788 
10.70060 
185.49771 
327.30624 
0.00000 
25.83290 
1.0127 
-0.07455 
61.42413 
157.14551 
207.47490 
2.45501 
3.00000 
154.22639 
296.44507 
0.80631 
7.59841 
179.07635 
329.05832 
0.00000 
30.97746 
1.1667 
-0.07821 
55.48701 
160.49570 
208.15042 
1.06978 
3.00000 
150.47086 
295.65488 
0.00303 
2.92584 
1.00371 
1.09198 
0.55830 
0.00000 
2.28204 
2.85860 
0.87907 
2.37846 
2.83751 
3.07994 
0.00000 
3.77063 
0.00200 
2.45617 
1.82460 
1.09729 
0.57091 
0.00000 
3.24568 
2.41948 
0.72150 
1.83489 
3.05464 
3.25147 
0.00000 
3.06587 
0.00160 
2.33275 
0.61007 
0.65418 
0.32388 
0.00000 
1.21486 
1.31289 55 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% K Site  14.24925  2.56484 
Omega 1  183.50023  1.38853 
Omega 2  329.62332  1.66873 
Delta  0.54795  0.73337 
Chi squared  0.9217 
Run 08  1190°C 
A2  -0.08682  0.00124 
% In Site  59.39736  1.18616 
Omega 1  160.25998  0.39608 
Omega 2  208.62347  0.40871 
Delta  1.05456  0.21271 
Ratio  3.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  147.45805  1.03345 
Omega 2  294.09604  1.37717 
Delta  1.07398  0.42402 
K Site  14.16004  0.92049 
Omega 1  184.39864  0.80498 
Omega 2  331.55417  0.89044 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% Cubic Site  26.44260  1.50143 
Chi squared  1.4167 
Run 09  1200°C 
A2  -0.08791  0.00134 
% In Site  59.91307  1.27087 
Omega 1  160.86461  0.41358 
Omega 2  208.14987  0.44052 
Delta  1.03361  0.23034 
Ratio  3.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  149.79189  0.92129 
Omega 2  294.05197  1.06355 
Delta  0.29466  0.33224 
K Site  13.03407  1.00178 
Omega 1  184.81851  0.96112 
Omega 2  328.45889  1.03217 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% Cubic Site  27.05286  1.61823 
Chi squared  1.3781 
Run 10  1240°C 
A2  -0.08640  0.00167 
% In Site  64.20775  1.54309 
Omega 1  160.04709  0.51092 56 
Omega 2  208.04196 
Delta  0.82717 
Ratio  3.00000 
Omega 1  151.46277 
Omega 2  295.67014 
Delta  0.96026 
% K Site  13.53221 
Omega 1  184.16287 
Omega 2  329.47470 
Delta  0.00000 
% Cubic Site  22.26005 
Chi squared  1.3831 
Run 11  12000C 
A2  -0.09539 
% In Site  54.20535 
Omega 1  160.82030 
Omega 2  209.24104 
Delta  0.39549 
Ratio  3.00000 
Omega 1  149.99876 
Omega 2  299.13428 
Delta  0.41386 
% K Site  15.25749 
Omega 1  186.16159 
Omega 2  330.27032 
Delta  0.00000 
% Cubic Site  30.53716 
Chi squared  1.3139 
Run 12  Room Temperature 
A2  -0.05671 
% In Site  64.46647 
Omega 1  159.22528 
Omega 2  203.68573 
Delta  1.30236 
Ratio  3.00000 
Omega 1  145.59192 
Omega 2  285.73904 
Delta  0.29602 
% K Site  6.26849 
Omega 1  194.98215 
Omega 2  298.43295 
Delta  0.00000 
% A Site  6.27593 
0.48094 
0.25604 
0.00000 
1.35537 
1.61531 
0.49978 
1.24062 
1.15937 
1.24967 
0.00000 
1.97997 
0.00153 
1.30848 
0.38196 
0.40430 
0.20992 
0.00000 
1.07778 
1.29174 
0.39357 
1.01367 
0.81123 
0.92421 
0.00000 
1.65518 
0.00135 
1.62257 
0.45275 
0.55061 
0.30110 
0.00000 
0.99728 
1.24356 
0.40940 
1.37024 
2.97936 
2.97608 
0.00000 
1.02138 57 
Omega 1  50.71013  1.88922 
Omega 2  98.49275  2.38545 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% Cubic Site  22.98911  2.35659 
Chi squared  1.6693 
Sample CeIn09  Doped with 1.0% In  Calcined at 1114°C for 24 hours 
Run 00  1114°C 
A2  -0.07972  0.00600 
% In Site  61.01806  4.98927 
Omega 1  158.62782  2.82299 
Omega 2  210.21591  3.13961 
Delta  1.86960  1.48618 
Ratio  3.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  146.17996  5.60968 
Omega 2  285.60379  6062322 
Delta  0.53559  2.06938 
% Cubic Site  38.98194  4.98927 
Chi squared  1.0022 
Run 01  1175°C 
A2  -0.08200  0.00387 
% In Site  52.07412  4.16620 
Omega 1  160.59871  1.63827 
Omega 2  208.29051  1.67516 
Delta  0.36974  0.78023 
Ratio  3.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  146.56346  3.86345 
Omega 2  288.17822  4.32730 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% K Site  15.71528  3.50135 
Omega 1  183.65282  3.33094 
Omega 2  323.78021  3.63839 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% Cubic Site  32.21060  5.44212 
Chi squared  0.7868 
Run 02  1190°C 
A2  -0.08213  0.00312 
% In Site  59.47486  3.39633 
Omega 1  160.28561  1.31174 
Omega 2  205.99785  1.29348 
Delta  0.64914  0.62782 
Ratio  3.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  153.20323  3.00766 58 
Omega 2 
Delta 
K Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% Cubic Site 
Chi squared 
Run 03  12000C 
A2 
% In Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
Ratio 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% K Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% Cubic Site 
Chi squared 
Run 04  12100C 
A2 
% In Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
Ratio 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% K Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% Cubic 
Chi squared 
Run 05  12500C 
A2 
299.53302 
0.00000 
15.74269 
184.18228 
334.75552 
0.00000 
24.78245 
1.0182 
-0.06244 
64.85620 
153.14757 
201.65852 
3.01055 
3.00000 
156.63167 
284.16452 
0.00000 
14.00000 
180.80116 
325.15967 
0.40032 
21.14380 
1.1534 
-0.06993 
60.37370 
154.20380 
208.81242 
1.87339 
3.00000 
161.16568 
294.86377 
0.00000 
12.12381 
184.04764 
330.62811 
0.40032 
27.50249 
1.3155 
-0.07038
 
2.99202 
0.00000 
2.90346 
2.60562 
2.83670 
0.00000 
4.46824 
0.00345 
2.81569 
3.14105 
2.72763 
1.19212 
0.00000 
5.14635 
3.61087 
0.00000 
0.00000 
4.36458 
4.94563 
0.00000 
2.81569 
0.00266 
4.23235 
1.30838 
1.52655 
0.68617 
0.00000 
2.81534 
2.34748 
0.00000 
4.56292 
3.02268 
3.56878 
1.52719 
6.22358 
0.00184
 59 
% In Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
Ratio 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
K Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% Cubic Site 
Chi squared 
Run 06  1250°C 
A2 
% In Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
Ratio 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% K Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% Cubic Site 
Chi squared 
Run 07  1250°C 
A2 
% In Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
Ratio 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% K Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
52.06392 
155.44110 
206.84273 
0.00000 
3.00000 
163.62253 
292.94684 
0.00000 
15.38925 
180.74548 
328.00476 
0.00000 
32.54683 
1.2095 
-0.07572 
53.18414 
158.81342 
208.38521 
0.70898 
3.00000 
150.86952 
294.56635 
0.72644 
15.00000 
183.25008 
332.16559 
0.00000 
31.81586 
1.1140 
-0.06867 
54.73124 
155.42491 
210.04379 
0.00000 
3.00000 
167.39587 
292.97614 
0.00000 
11.38303 
187.24765 
328.19324 
2.13213 
0.77693 
0.81864 
0.00000 
0.00000 
2.74483 
2.47889 
0.00000 
2.00501 
2.03987 
2.08796 
0.00000 
2.92678 
0.00206 
1.62084 
0.88048 
0.82203 
0.38067 
0.00000 
2.33022 
2.71371 
0.80728 
0.00000 
1.49594 
1.73591 
0.00000 
1.62084 
0.00114 
1.18588 
0.41943 
0.46545 
0.00000 
0.00000 
1.38285 
1.36962 
0.00000 
1.18658 
1.56033 
1.62786 60 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% Cubic Site  33.88573  1.67758 
Chi squared  1.6513 
Run 08  12200C 
A2  -0.07321  0.00097 
% In Site  51.65363  0.97715 
Omega 1  156.51485  0.35248 
Omega 2  209.64804  0.38929 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
Ratio  3.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  169.13248  1.19616 
Omega 2  296.28928  1.11251 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% K Site  15.56057  0.93564 
Omega 1  187.60864  0.92380 
Omega 2  329.65100  0.92753 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% Cubic Site  32.78580  1.35286 
Chi squared  1.8615 
Run 09  12150C 
A2  -0.07793  0.00119 
% In Site  52.91982  1.14609 
Omega 1  157.60974  0.43646 
Omega 2  210.78955  0.44264 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
Ratio  3.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  173.62497  1.51750 
Omega 2  300.93002  1.24425 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% K Site  14.43611  1.15779 
Omega 1  190.28244  1.21883 
Omega 2  330.28134  1.13792 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% Cubic Site  32.64407  1.62911 
Chi squared  1.2631 
Run 10  12150C 
A2  -0.08000  0.00213 
% In Site  53.90143  1.79905 
Omega 1  156.87267  0.63587 
Omega 2  211.36243  0.72258 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
Ratio  3.00000  0.00000 61 
Omega 1  168.68094  1.99824 
Omega 2  290.19873  2.05245 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% K Site  14.23022  1.78900 
Omega 1  190.22301  1.80623 
Omega 2  331.10712  1.91870 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% Cubic Site  31.86835  2.53715 
Chi squared  1.2519 
Run 11  1300°C 
A2  -0.07784  0.00211 
% In Site  61.33556  1.70185 
Omega 1  157.42242  0.63826 
Omega 2  210.21027  0.65195 
Delta  1.03996  0.31330 
Ratio  3.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  168.36504  2.33052 
Omega 2  299.68152  3.51020 
Delta  2.33073  0.99325 
% Exponential Site  38.66444  1.70185 
Lambda  1.44358  0.24189 
Chi squared  1.1489 
Run 12  1300°C 
A2  -0.08443  0.00219 
% In Site  60.44053  1.66070 
Omega 1  156.83165  0.63994 
Omega 2  209.17595  0.67210 
Delta  1.31630  0.31125 
Ratio  3.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  173.09555  1.89128 
Omega 2  296.05878  2.49618 
Delta  1.47710  0.66760 
% Exponential Site  39.55947  1.66070 
Lambda  1.25404  0.21586 
Chi squared  1.1075 
Sample CeIn10  Doped with 0.2% In  Calcined at 1230°C for 24 hours 
Run 01  1230°C 
A2  -0.12411  0.00292 
% Exponential Site  40.91780  3.37276 
Lambda  211.68840  31.44154 
% Exponential Site  19.53998  3.15527 
Lambda  29.37451  6.60286 62 
% Cubic Site  39.54222  1.19155 
Chi squared  0.9288 
Run 02  1230°C 
A2  -0.08495  0.00251 
% Exponential Site  46.06357  3.39900 
Lambda  154.95728  24.28272 
% Exponential Site  15.22469  2.40112 
Lambda  11.95835  5.67930 
% Cubic Site  38.71174  2.40579 
Chi squared  0.9938 
Run 03  1220°C 
A2  -0.12019  0.00000 
% Exponential Site  48.67297  3.18423 
Lambda  470.96341  54.42007 
% Exponential Site  19.09755  3.15936 
Lambda  58.97933  11.12948 
% Cubic Site  32.22948  0.39714 
Chi squared  1.2032 
Run 04  800°C 
A2  -0.04917  0.00755 
% Exponential Site  9.67538  13.93970 
Lambda  67.71035  169.13300 
% Cubic Site  90.32462  13.93970 
Chi squared  5.9444 
Run 05  Room Temperature 
A2  -0.11698  0.02133 
% A Site  13.97102  4.59068 
Omega 1  50.74282  0.73216 
Omega 2  101.29770  0.94467 
Delta  0.22154  1.14352 
% Exponential Site  75.03529  4.10299 
Lambda  475.00970  101.64220 
% Cubic Site  10.99369  2.05908 
Chi squared  1.0893 
Sample CeInl l  Doped with 0.3% In  Calcined at 1225°C for 19 hours 
Run 01  1198°C 
A2  -0.14368  0.00617 
% Exponential Site  53.21508  2.30891 
Lambda  563.54883  84.26491 
% Exponential Site  21.31018  2.00902 63 
Lambda  47.43477  6.29694 
% Cubic Site  25.47474  1.13794 
Chi squared  6.0165 
Run 02  1225°C
 
A2  -0.11742  0.00458
 
% Exponential Site  52.39846  2.61730
 
Lambda  260.24469  39.28667
 
% Exponential Site  14.39478  2.14708
 
Lambda  21.01005  6.43617
 
% Cubic Site  33.20676  1.49676
 
Chi squared  1.0369
 
Run 03  1225°C
 
A2  -0.12019  0.00000
 
% Exponential Site  51.81882  2.93793
 
Lambda  335.11829  40.77784
 
% Exponential Site  16.43066  2.89686
 
Lambda  36.23856  8.12288
 
% Cubic Site  31.75052  0.48949
 
Chi squared  1.3501
 
Sample CeIn12  Doped with 80% In  Calcined at 1300°C for 24 hours 
this sample was calcined in the box furnace, not the PAC furnace 
Run 01  1225°C 
A2  -0.08188  0.00174 
% In Site  92.29802  0.80721 
Omega 1  159.97180  0.29425 
Omega 2  209.65700  0.30581 
Delta  0.42835  0.14495 
Ratio  3.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  148.60110  0.74774 
Omega 2  295.71811  0.91349 
Delta  0.27781  0.27262 
% Cubic Site  7.70198  0.80721 
Chi squared  1.0957 
Run 02  1225°C
 
A2  -0.07568  0.00217
 
% In Site  90.01277  1.21508
 
Omega 1  160.08200  0.49571
 
Omega 2  210.08490  0.49648
 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000
 
Ratio  3.00000  0.00000
 
Omega 1  148.96860  1.46697
 64 
Omega 2  300.02560  1.86210 
Delta  0.41448  0.52970 
% Cubic Site  9.98723  1.21508 
Chi squared  1.0019 
Run 03  1225°C 
A2  -0.08393  0.00164 
% In Site  90.97244  0.77168 
Omega 1  160.40030  0.26197 
Omega 2  209.61960  0.26987 
Delta  0.31632  0.12787 
Ratio  3.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  150.06889  0.69402 
Omega 2  296.50290  0.85397 
Delta  0.27246  0.25564 
% Cubic Site  9.02756  0.77168 
Chi squared  1.0754 
Run 04  1225°C 
A2  -0.08393  0.00135 
% In Site  92.28834  0.61922 
Omega 1  160.87590  0.20916 
Omega 2  209.76900  0.21383 
Delta  0.31541  0.10046 
Ratio  3.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  149.69020  0.53896 
Omega 2  295.92761  0.64376 
Delta  0.22863  0.19218 
% Cubic Site  7.71166  0.61922 
Chi squared  1.0639 
Run 05  1225°C 
A2  -0.09134  0.00201 
% In Site  88.19184  0.94007 
Omega 1  161.15440  0.31184 
Omega 2  209.98120  0.33717 
Delta  0.38762  0.15222 
Ratio  3.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  150.94020  0.76179 
Omega 2  295.65131  0.87070 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% Cubic Site  11.80816  0.94007 
Chi squared  1.2061 
Run 06  1225°C 65 
A2  -0.08569  0.00212 
% In Site  96.37230  0.87529 
Omega 1  160.54460  0.31416 
Omega 2  209.43280  0.32174 
Delta  0.46694  0.15121 
Ratio  3.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  149.01601  0.77809 
Omega 2  296.84521  0.93285 
Delta  0.26808  0.27659 
% Cubic Site  3.62770  0.87529 
Chi squared  1.1329 
Run 07  150°C 
A2  -0.06667  0.00142 
% In Site  96.00685  0.84345 
Omega 1  160.81171  0.28619 
Omega 2  204.71240  0.30878 
Delta  0.47667  0.13536 
Ratio  3.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  144.56290  0.67121 
Omega 2  290.94931  0.86791 
Delta  0.21639  0.24325 
% Cubic Site  3.99215  0.84345 
Chi squared  0.9522 
Run 08  Room Temperature 
A2  -0.05560  0.00165 
% In Site  73.21741  3.62597 
Omega 1  159.99892  0.44516 
Omega 2  202.88072  0.45682 
Delta  1.71106  0.19229 
Ratio  3.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  143.35477  0.54335 
Omega 2  287.86545  0.66090 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% A Site  5.93778  1.94614 
Omega 1  59.90518  1.99599 
Omega 2  98.19923  2.46591 
Delta  0.53670  2.71910 
% Exponential Site  20.84481  3.05944 
Lambda  81.40720  14.16273 
Chi squared  1.1254 
Sample CeIn13  Doped with 80% In  Calcined at 1220°C for 28 hours 
Run 00  1220°C  this data was collected while calcining 66 
A2 
% In Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
Ratio 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% Cubic Site 
Chi squared 
Run 01  1210°C 
A2 
% In Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
Ratio 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% Cubic Site 
Chi squared 
Run 02  1138°C 
A2 
% In Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
Ratio 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% Cubic Site 
Chi squared 
-0.08005 
89.165250 
160.04402 
209.95639 
0.00000 
3.00000 
149.13847 
295.97736 
0.28974 
10.83474 
1.3638 
-0.08187 
95.01907 
160.34125 
209.12567 
0.00000 
3.00000 
148.37691 
295.91556 
0.08470 
4.98094 
1.1228 
-0.08466 
97.43891 
160.45322 
209.94295 
0.01032 
3.00000 
148.01617 
297.04953 
0.13805 
2.56109 
1.1343 
Sample CeIn14  Doped with 0.5% In 
0.00091 
0.54242 
0.20709 
0.20887 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.59287 
0.74233 
0.20826 
0.54242 
0.00118 
0.57605 
0.23810 
0.23948 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.64518 
0.76254 
0.20960 
0.57605 
0.00111 
0.51427 
0.16124 
0.16254 
0.07067 
0.00000 
0.44587 
0.53858 
0.15078 
0.51427 
Calcined at 1220°C for 24 hours 
temperature dropped to 1196 during calcining and was raised back 
up to 1220 when discovered. The total time was 24 hours 
including 
time spent at the lower temperature. 
Run 01  1220°C 
A2  -0.06586  0.00235 67 
% In Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
Ratio 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% Site 2 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% Cubic Site 
Chi squared 
Run 03  1220°C 
A2 
% In Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
Ratio 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% Site 2 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% Exponential Site 
Lambda 
Chi squared 
Run 04  150°C 
A2 
% In Site 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
Ratio 
Omega 1 
Omega 2 
Delta 
% A Site 
Omega 1 
55.35843 
160.76590 
205.57080 
1.40842 
3.00000 
145.91769 
290.92221 
0.99138 
18.55377 
50.41994 
101.63390 
0.00000 
26.08780 
1.1247 
-0.07865 
33.67253 
160.25000 
210.01100 
0.33450 
3.00000 
150.17680 
298.62241 
0.00000 
28.19366 
39.54641 
127.34420 
54.11768 
38.13381 
0.42268 
1.0676 
-0.06464 
52.00325 
161.88210 
204.90810 
0.76645 
3.00000 
145.12920 
292.94519 
0.38199 
23.61100 
51.41956 
2.26783 
0.83153 
0.88492 
0.42526 
0.00000 
1.95327 
2.66748 
0.79394 
1.43197 
0.99365 
1.27694 
0.00000 
1.75855 
0.00347 
6.53209 
1.28412 
1.37187 
0.61942 
0.00000 
3.33475 
3.75907 
0.00000 
4.70449 
6.87076 
34.08552 
27.10446 
4.53167 
0.54336 
0.00288 
2.82232 
0.97792 
1.00220 
0.47728 
0.00000 
2.37670 
2.83819 
0.84079 
1.85402 
1.08393 68 
Omega 2  99.73607  1.36443 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% Cubic Site  24.38575  2.12793 
Chi squared  0.8463 
Run 05  150°C 
A2  -0.06586  0.00235 
% In Site  55.35843  2.26783 
Omega 1  160.76590  0.83153 
Omega 2  205.57080  0.88492 
Delta  1.38799  0.42526 
Ratio  3.00000  0.00000 
Omega 1  145.91769  1.95327 
Omega 2  290.92221  2.66748 
Delta  0.99138  0.79394 
% A Site  18.55377  1.43197 
Omega 1  50.41994  0.99365 
Omega 2  101.63390  1.27694 
Delta  0.00000  0.00000 
% Cubic Site  26.08780  1.75855 
Chi squared  1.1346 